All STN contests are judged by industry professionals who volunteer their time to review, critique and provide meaningful comments for all contest entries. The feedback from these professionals is a valuable resource for teachers and students.

Al Tompkins – Poynter Institute

Les Rose – CBS News, Los Angeles, CA

Bruce Patch – San Diego, CA

Bill Gruber – BizVid - San Diego, CA

Irv Kass – San Diego, CA

Ruben Galvan – San Diego 6, San Diego, CA

Paul Bock – Refused TV, Los Angeles, CA

Eileen Faxas – KHOU, Houston, TX

Bryce Alexander, Tag Magazine, New York, NY

Monika Diaz – WFAA, Dallas, TX

Robert Hadlock – KXAN, Austin TX

Mike Barnes – KVUE, Austin, TX

Dr. Joe Hall – WUCF, Orlando, FL

Jim Guarasci – WBEC, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Pedro Chaves - WBEC, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Mark Demeter - WBEC, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Chris Bartch - WBEC, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Eric Powell - WBEC, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Greg Steiner – Q Station Films, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Cheryl Cammarano - WBEC, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Michael Hernandez – Filmmaker, Los Angeles, CA
Justin Lazernik – Filmmaker, Los Angeles, CA
Erica Rakow – WJXT, Jacksonville, FL
Chris Walker – HBO Films, New York, NY
Hunter Franqui – Fox Sports, FL
Alejandro Elcantaro – Fox Sports, FL
Elyse Pickle – Fleishman-Hillard, St, Louis, MO
Kameron Zack – MTV Networks, New York, NY
Brandon Goodwin – Goodwin Films, Springfield, MO
Melheena Edmonds – Academy of Scholastic Broadcasting, Springfield, MO
Brian Shipman – DUTV, KY3 NBC, Springfield, MO
Christopher Willadsden – FOX, Chicago, IL
JJ Murray – Upper Midwest Emmys, Minnesota
Dave Wertheimer – KSTP, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Ken Stone – UM, Ken Stone Media Minneapolis, MN
Tim Sherno - KSTP, Saint Paul, Minnesota
Dean Staley - KRQE, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Scott Libin – Poynter Institute
Jason Hanson – WCCO, Minnesota